African histoplasmosis: new clinical and microbiological insights.
African histoplasmosis is defined as the fungal infection caused by Histoplasma capsulatum var. duboisii (Hcd). Studies focused on distinguishing Hcd and H. capsulatum var. capsulatum (Hcc), which coexist in Africa, are scarce or outdated, and African strains are continuously underrepresented. In this work, 13 cases of African patients with histoplasmosis diagnosed in the Spanish Mycology Reference Laboratory have been reviewed showing that 77% had disseminated disease and AIDS as underlying disease although Hcd infection has been classically considered a rare presentation in AIDS patients. Strains isolated from these patients and other clinical and reference strains were studied by assessing classical identification methods and performing a three-loci multi-locus sequence analysis (MLSA). Classical identification methods based on biochemical tests and measurement of yeast size proved to be useless in distinguishing both varieties. The MLSA defined an African cluster, with a strong statistical support, that included all strains with African origin. Finally, mating type was also determined by using molecular methods revealing an unequal mating type distribution in African strains. In conclusion, historical statements and classical identification methods were useless to distinguish between varieties, whereas molecular analyses revealed that all strains with African origin grouped together suggesting that traditional classification should be revised. Further investigation is required in order to unravel traditional concepts about Hcd infection and support results obtained in this work.